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Abstract

The deployment of large number of femtocell base stations allows us to extend the coverage

and efficiently utilize resources in a low cost manner. However, the small cell size of femto-

cell networks can result in frequent handovers to the mobile user, and consequently

throughput degradation. Thus, in this paper, we propose predictive association control

schemes to improve the system’s effective throughput. Our design focuses on reducing

handover frequency without impacting on throughput. The proposed schemes determine

handover decisions that contribute most to the network throughput and are proper for distrib-

uted implementations. The simulation results show significant gains compared with existing

methods in terms of handover frequency and network throughput perspective.

1 Introduction

The small femtocell can be inexpensively deployed to improve the quality of service (QoS) in

wireless networks [1]. Installation of low-cost femtocells is generally indoors or in hotspots (to

facilitate communications with cellular networks via a wired backhaul or separate radio fre-

quency backhaul channels) as these femtocells can significantly improve indoor coverage and

capacity. This is due to their capability to cover corners where radio signal from macro base

station (MBS) may be weak, and short-distance communications enable a higher signal-to-

noise ratio (SINR). Massive femtocell base stations (FBSs) within a range of a MBS may extend

the coverage to wider areas such as large office buildings. In such a scenario, a mobile station

(MS) may move to the new position, then associating with a new FBS to maintain connectivity.

In another scenario, an active MS associates with a FBS to start a data session, which will be

terminated when it is finished. In both scenarios, frequent associations or re-associations, or

handovers are necessary to provide seamless service to the MS [2, 3]. Thus, the MSs need to

make appropriate and informed association decisions.
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Suffice to note that the ability to make an informed association decision is critical in the

reliability of mobile femtocell networks. For example, a handover procedure introduces short-

term service disruptions of MSs [4] (e.g., 50 milliseconds in WiMAX—see [2]). Therefore, one

would prefer to have an association decision involving minimal handover decisions (i.e., a

minimum handover frequency is preferred to guarantee service continuity). For example, by

associating to the FBS which provide longer availability to an MS, the MS may reduce the

handover frequency in a time period. In addition, the association decision significantly affects

the instant throughput achieved by the MS. FBSs close to the MS or FBSs having association

with a small number of MSs may provide better link quality than the others [3]. Unsurpris-

ingly, association control has been investigated to address handover latency [4], handover fre-

quency [5] and achievable throughput [6].

In particular, in the design of densely deployed femtocell networks, we need to address

both handover frequency and service disruption as the small cell size of the FBS results in

more frequent handover to moving MSs [7]. We remark that while handover latency caused

by the scanning time and association periods locally affects each MS [4], co-related handover

frequency and achievable throughput have effects on the network-wide performance. Specifi-

cally, the association schemes to maximize only throughput may result in frequent handovers

and consequently, frequent service disruptions. On the other hand, the association methods to

minimize only handover frequency may consequently lead to low MS throughput since the

MS may seek to remain connected to the current FBS regardless of achievable throughput.

In this work we quantify effective throughput as the maximum achievable throughput

excluding the service disruption periods caused by handover. Therefore this effective through-

put can be regarded as a universal objective in MSs’ association control. Furthermore, we seek

to determine an optimal association control policy from both handover frequency and achiev-

able throughput perspective. This would allow us to improve the universal effective network

throughput. In our approach, we assume that mobility information (e.g., mobility patterns or

information of MS location prediction) is available. The optimal handover decision is deter-

mined by the association control policy. We remark that the research described in this work

extends our earlier published work [8]. For example, Section 5 presents the additional features

in the proposed association control policy. We have also extended the evaluations of the

extended system under different parameters.

Our contributions in this research are as follows:

1. We investigate association control policies to consider their issues in femtocell networks,

namely: handover frequency and achievable throughput (Section 4). We introduce offline

problems of optimal association control for network-wide throughput under availability of

the predicted mobility of MSs. An approximate offline algorithm that considers the prob-

lems in shorter time scale may reduce computational complexity. From the approximate

offline policy, we show how to derive the online policy incorporated with the mobility

information. This online algorithm requires only a small amount of information from

neighbor base stations (BSs) to make association decisions.

2. We discuss relevant features of the proposed association control policy and present the

handover algorithm (Section 5). We demonstrate using simulations (Section 6) that the

proposed algorithm presents a significant performance gain in comparison to traditional

methods, when error margin in mobility prediction is up to 40% of coverage of an FBS.

Predictive handover scheme in dense small cell networks
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2 Related work

Studies on association control for network-wide performance have been extensively investi-

gated under different environments, e.g., wireless cellular network [9, 10], WiFi 802.11 [4, 11,

12], with different names such as association control [9, 13] or handoff decision [4, 14], or load

balancing [10, 11]. In [9, 13, 14], the authors formulate the handover problem as the dynamic

control problem and solve it by using Markov Decision Process framework, in order to obtain

better network-wide utility performance. However, solving these algorithms requires central-

ized computation and is NP-hard.

Besides, most of the simple approaches for handover decision is usually based on current

received signal strength indication (RSSI) level [4] or the predicted RSSI [15] regardless of the

achievable throughput or potential handover frequency that MS may suffer from. Under

densely deployed femtocell networks, this causes serious problem to MS in terms of both

handover frequency and throughput performance.

Since instant throughput of MSs and the BSs available to the MSs largely depend on the

position of MSs, acquisition of the position of the MSs in a longer time period helps resource

allocation improve network performance [16]. Specifically, by predicting achievable through-

put at each BS, MS may avoid connecting to the BS that provides low throughput [14]. In addi-

tion by anticipating the future position, trajectory and velocity of the MS, the MS can avoid

connecting to the BS in which it is likely to stay for a short period [17]. However, effects of fre-

quent handover are not considered in these approaches.

Mobility information of MS has also been used to reduce handover frequency in small cell

networks by considering handover costs and interruption time [5], expected sojourn time of

MS at the neighbor BS [13]. Especially in [5], the anchor-local BS is proposed to reduce the

interruption time of the handover process. The anchor-local BS acts as the reply node to for-

ward data between the serving and the target femtocell BSs. The authors also analyze signaling

costs and disruption time of the suggested method. However, the handover decision is based

on the heuristic method, which cannot provide the optimal performance. In [13], the authors

present the handover decision mechanism formulated as the Markov decision process. The

objective function includes the expected sojourn time and the blocking rate. In these works the

mobility of the MSs has been modeled as Markov chain where each state corresponds to a fem-

tocell. Motivated by these researches, we also model the user mobility using the Markov chain.

However, our objective function includes both interruption time and throughput of the user.

Throughput and handover frequency are both considered as the objective function in

[12, 18]. In [18], the authors propose to maximize throughput and minimize total frequent

handover. The extension of this approach is proposed in [12], where the communication over-

head between MS and BS is also taken into the objective function. However, these approaches

do not capture the impact of the mobility of the user on the performance of the networks. In

these schemes, although frequent update of user association is critical in obtaining an

enhanced utility performance, the authors do not consider the cost of service disruption fol-

lowed by user’s periodical re-association.

Our work differs from the approaches discussed in this section. While most conventional

approaches are based on a single decision attribute for handover such as handover frequency

or throughput, our proposed method bases on both criteria in order to facilitate a more ratio-

nal association decision making.

3 System models

In this research, we consider a downlink system of femtocell networks, comprising M BSs and

I MSs (Fig 1). We denote by m 2M the index of BSs and i 2 I that of MSs, respectively. Both

Predictive handover scheme in dense small cell networks
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FBSs and MBSs use the same technology such as 3GPP LTE or IEEE 802.16m/WiMAX and

only differ from each other in signal strength and cell sizes. In our system model neighboring

MBSs are assumed to be included in M BSs for simplicity. And we consider the downlink per-

formance in our association control policy.

Similar to [6, 13], we assume that time is slotted into equal time slots t = {0, 1, 2, . . .}. Each

time slot comprises two sub-slots of handover and data (Fig 2(a)). At each sub-slot for hand-

over, a set of available BSs Mi(t) are acquired using the periodical scanning process. If hand-

over is determined, MS i migrates to a new BS in Mi(t). Now let xi(t) = {xi,m}i2I,m2M denote a

vector that describes MS i’s association state, where:

• xi,m = 1 represents that MS i associates with BS m; and

• xi,m = 0 represents that MS i does not associate with BS m.

Fig 1. Femtocell networks.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174220.g001
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We remark that MS i associates with only one BS m at time slot t; thus, this is described by
P

m2M
xi;m ¼ 1 which means that a hard handover is applied.

We denote by Oi(t) a set of feasible association vectors of MS i for some available BSs Mi(t)
and O(t) = {Oi(t)}i2I, and we have xi(t) 2 Oi(t) and x(t) 2 O(t).

User Mobility: The mobility of the user is modeled by the Markov process. As shown in

Fig 2(b), we divide the geographical space as a set of zones, namely: s(j) 2 S = {s(0), s(1), . . .} and

the location of MSs is specified by s(j). Let si(t) 2 S denote the location of MS i at time slot t.
The MSs moves around among these states si(t) = s(j) 2 S and their mobility are determined by

the Markov processes. Specifically, the successive state si(t + 1) of MS i at t + 1 are governed by

the following transition probability

pðj;kÞi ¼ Pr½siðt þ 1Þ ¼ sðkÞjsiðtÞ ¼ sðjÞ�:

MSs determine their next moving trajectories using their next mobility states, as well as

their speeds.

It is important to note that due to the moving speed of each MS, its mobility states may be

sparse, or dense. When the speed is high, the trajectory of the MS is discretized in spatially

sparse states while when speed is low, the consecutive states may be nearby. In addition, the

probability of MSs at mobility states at any time t can be computed from above one-step transi-

tion probabilities [19].

Illustrative Example of Mobility Models: This Markov mobility model can be used to

describe different mobility patterns, e.g., straight line movements, random walks, and level of

knowledge of the mobility patterns, e.g., unknown or known mobility patterns. For example,

when an MS moves along the straight line, it is obvious that a sequence of mobility states are

generated along the trajectory and the transition probability pðj;kÞi ¼ 1 for all j, k belonging to

the trajectory dependent on the speeds of the MS. As depicted in Fig 2(b), the MS trajectory is

discretized into a sequence of mobility states along trajectory. In another case, the mobility

patterns of the MS can be collected and predicted in use of a certain external predictor. The

predicted information can also be stored in this Markov process [13].

Fig 2. System model. a:Time slot structure. b: Example of mobility model.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174220.g002
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Throughput Model: Under fixed transmission power at each BS, the achievable data rates of

MSs provided by the associated BS depend on the received SINR and the scheduling policy of

the BS. To estimate expected achievable throughput given by corresponding BSs at each mobil-

ity state, we make following weak assumptions: (1) Transmission power from each BS to the

MS is fixed. Assigning equal power is near optimal in high signal to noise environment [9]. (2)

An inter-cell interference management scheme, e.g., partial frequency reuse, is applied in this

femtocell network so as the interference between BSs can be neglected. (3) A proportional-fair

scheduling policy, which allocates channel resources to maximize log-utility function of accu-

mulated rate of each MS, is used at the BSs.

We calculate the achievable data rate Ri(t) of the MS i associated with BS m at the mobility

state si(t) as follows [9]:

RiðtÞ ¼
hðymðtÞÞ
ymðtÞ

riðtÞ; ð1Þ

where

• hðyÞ ¼
Py

z¼1

1
z occurs due to the fading gain. This gain is a function of the number of users y

and measured directly at the BS.

• riðtÞ ¼ Wm log 1þ
gðm;siðtÞÞP0

Zðm;siðtÞÞ

� �
is the instantaneous throughput of MS i at the mobility state

si(t) = s(j) 2 S where Wm denotes the bandwidth of BS m and P0 is transmission power from

BS m. g(m, si(t)) and η(m, si(t)) denote channel gain from BS m and additive noise when si(t)
= s(j) 2 S, respectively. The channel gain is dependent on the path-loss model, indoors or out-

doors, and distances between the MS i and BS m.

• ymðtÞ ¼
P

i2I
xi;mðtÞ is the number of MSs associated with the BS m.

Problem Statement: Our objective here is to maximize the long-term effective throughput of

the networks. The effective throughput is acquired by the data rates achieved by the MS as in

Eq (1), but any service disruption period due to handover has to be excluded from this

throughput. If MS i performs handover at the time slot t, its association state is changed to

xi(t + 1), resulting in data rate Ri(t) at data sub-slot t (i.e., (xi(t + 1) − xi(t))2 > 0). Let � denote

the disruption period due to handover between two BSs, which is a function of the number of

time slots. In our system model, since the assessment for handover is periodically executed per

time slot and its period is longer than the handover delay, we have � < 1. From this, the effec-

tive throughput of MS i at time slot t + 1 is given as 1 � �

2
ðxiðt þ 1Þ � xiðtÞÞ

2
� �

Riðt þ 1Þ.

Therefore, the association control problem is to seek an optimal policy which maximizes the

total effective throughput of all MSs over T time slots:

max
XT

t¼0

X

i2I

1 �
�

2
ðxiðt þ 1Þ � xiðtÞÞ

2
� �

Riðt þ 1Þ: ð2Þ

4 Optimal association control

In this section, we construct association decision as an optimal control problem in use of the

dynamic programming formulation. This formulation provides an insight into association

decision and formal derivation of online policy for some specific and practical cases.

Predictive handover scheme in dense small cell networks
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4.1 Dynamic programming for association control

We can regard the association control problem as a sequential decision problem with T stages,

where at each stage the association vector x(t) is determined by the controller. This decision is

bound with a reward defined by the effective throughput of MSs at that stage. Moreover, the

reward of the successive stages also depends on the previous stage. The association control is

formally defined as a dynamic programming problem, which consists of states and reward at

each stage.

In our approach, a dynamic system is one whose each state is modeled as association state x
(t). For each time slot, the controller makes association decision to generate the control action

u(t) 2 O(t) and forwards the system to the next association state. The next state x(t + 1) can be

described as a function of u(t):

xðt þ 1Þ ¼ uðtÞ: ð3Þ

Eq (2) implies that the reward at association state x(t) can be quantified by the achievable

data rate of MS i at its current mobility state. The latter is a sequence of random variables

evolved by the one-step transition probabilities, when assuming that si(0) = s(j) 2 S at time t = 0

is given according to MS location prediction. If pðjÞi ðtÞ is the probability which MS i is at mobil-

ity state s(j) at time t, we have
P

sðjÞ2S

pðjÞi ðtÞ ¼ 1 and describe the total expected reward as

cðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ ¼
X

i2I

X

sðjÞ2S

pðjÞi ðtÞc
ðjÞ
i ðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ;

where cðjÞi ðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ is the reward which MS i is expected to have at its mobility state s(j). We

calculate this reward at the state s(j) using data rate RðjÞi ðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ as follows:

cðjÞi ðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ ¼ 1 �
�

2
ðxiðtÞ � uiðtÞÞ

2
� �

RðjÞi ðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ:

Throughput RðjÞi ðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ is closely related with the association state xi,m(t + 1) of MS i
and instantaneous achievable throughput RðjÞi;mðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ at each BS m. In addition by using

throughput model described in Section 3, the instantaneous rate RðjÞi;mðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ is calculated

as follows:

RðjÞi ðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ ¼
X

m2NiðtÞ

RðjÞi;mðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞxi;mðtÞ;

RðjÞi;mðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ ¼ h
X

i2I

xi;mðt þ 1Þ

 !

Wm log 1þ
gðm; sðjÞÞP0

Zðm; sðjÞÞ

� �

:

Now our stochastic programming problem is converted to deterministic one where the

expected reward at each stage is determined by only control decision u(t) and state x(t). Let the

control policy π be a sequence of consecutive control actions. Therefore a policy π is defined as

a set of {u(t)}t=0,1,. . .,T−1 generated from a sequence of association control x(0), x(1), . . ., x(T).

Finally we formulate our dynamic programming problem as the dynamic evolution of states

mentioned in Eq (2) as

max
p

JðpÞðxð0ÞÞ ¼ cðxðTÞ; uðTÞÞ þ
XT� 1

t¼0

cðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ

( )

; ð4Þ

where x(0) and x(T) are the initial and terminal states, and value function J(π)(x(t)) represents

the total expected reward starting from t to time T under policy π.

Predictive handover scheme in dense small cell networks
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Now, we focus on finding the optimal policy π to maximize the value function J(π)(x(0)). Let

“�” denote the optimal states and control actions. We can rewrite the Problem (4) by using the

Bellman equation as follows [20]:

Jtðx�ðtÞÞ ¼ max
uðtÞ2OðtÞ

fcðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ þ Jtþ1ðx
�ðt þ 1ÞÞg: ð5Þ

We can apply the backward induction to find the optimal control action of Problem (5). Start-

ing from the terminal state x�(T), the optimal control action u�(t), and state x�(t) are computed

recursively backward in time starting from t = T − 1 and stopping at t = 0. An optimal control

policy π� is found out at the initial stage of t = 0 and consists of a sequence of control actions

u�(t) (i.e. optimal association control actions at each time t).

4.2 Lookahead policy (approximate association control)

Apparently if T is large enough, the solution to Problem (4) becomes close to the optimal pol-

icy. However, a large T may make the size of parameters and system complexity very expen-

sive. The lookahead policy [20] is an alternative approach to overcome these issues. This

approach to problem solving utilizes a shorter time scale T0 < T ranging from t to t + T0, at

every stage to decide a control decision u(t). Then this process is repeatedly executed before

termination at t + 1. When the control policy follows the lookahead policy from t to t + T0, we

denote by JðLÞt;tþT0
ðxðtÞÞ the sum of reward at t which is acquired by the T0-slot lookahead policy.

The reward function JðLÞt;tþT0
ðxðtÞÞ at t is described as follows:

JðLÞt;tþT0
ðxðtÞÞ ¼ max

uðtÞ;8t¼½t;tþT0 �

Xt¼tþT0

t¼t

cðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ

( )

: ð6Þ

It should be noted that in Eq (6) the terminal state is unknown. The reward function

JðLÞt;tþT0
ðxðtÞÞ at t is thus maximizing over all the possible terminal states. A way to solve Eq (6)

involves enumerating all possible sets of terminal states, solving the dynamic programming for

each state, and selecting JðLÞt;tþT0
ðxðtÞÞ which has the largest value among the sets. An alternative

is that we enumerate all possible actions and outcomes over T0 and apply a brute force search

strategy over the created action spaces.

However, at a shorter horizon the solution is not optimal but suboptimal. In Theorem 1 we

prove the optimal gap of the solution obtained by the T0 lookahead policy. The optimality gap

is proportional to the length of the lookahead algorithm T0. However, the increment of T0

might lead to the exponential growth of the state space and required information for the

algorithm.

Theorem 1: Optimal gap by the T0-lookahead policy is �T
2T0

rmax.

Proof. For any t and any policy π we have following inequality:

JðpÞt ðxðtÞÞ ¼ Jtðx�ðtÞÞ �
�

2
ðx�ðtÞ � xðtÞÞ2rmax

� Jtðx�ðtÞÞ �
�

2
Irmax

ð7Þ

where rmax is the maximum achievable rate of an MS and I denotes the number of MSs.

Inequality Eq (7) is obtained by firstly re-associating from x(0) to x�(t) with cost of
�

2
ðx�ðtÞ � xðtÞÞ2rmax and then following a sequence of optimal controls by Jt(x�(t)). Therefore
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we are able to re-write Eq (5) as follows:

Jtðx�ðtÞÞ ¼ max
uðtÞ2OðtÞ;8t¼½t;tþT0 �

Xt¼tþT0

t¼t

cðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ

( )

þ max
uðtÞ2OðtÞ;8t¼½t;tþT0þ1�

fJtþT0þ1ðxðtþ T0 þ 1ÞÞg

¼ max
uðtÞ2OðtÞ;8t¼½t;tþT0 �

Xt¼tþT0

t¼t

cðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ

( )

þ JtþT0þ1ðx�ðt þ T0 þ 1ÞÞ

¼ JðLÞt;tþT0
ðxðtÞÞ þ JtþT0þ1ðx�ðt þ T0 þ 1ÞÞ:

ð8Þ

The optimal value function JðLÞt ðxðtÞÞ at time t acquired by the T0 lookahead policy consists

of twofold. While the association control follows the lookahead policy during first period from

t to t + T0, it follows the optimal policy during second period from t + T0 + 1 to T. The first

period results in the first term in the right side of Eq (9) and the second is led to Jt+T0+1(x�(t +

T0 + 1)), respectively. Note that since using lookahead policy, the state at t + T0 + 1 differs

from optimality, which is x�(t + T0 + ) as the case of inequality Eq (7). Thus, Formulas (7) and

(8) lead us to the following conclusions:

JðLÞt ðxðtÞÞ ¼ JðLÞt;tþT0
ðxðtÞÞ þ JtþT0þ1ðxðt þ T0 þ 1ÞÞ

� JðLÞt;tþT0
ðxðtÞÞþ

JtþT0þ1ðx�ðt þ T0 þ 1ÞÞ �
�

2
Irmax

¼ Jtðx�ðtÞÞ �
�

2
Irmax:

ð9Þ

Finally, the optimal gap by T0-lookahead policy is �

2
Irmax for all MSs. On average, T0-looka-

head introduces �T
2T0

rmax for each mobility state.

Meanwhile, the backward induction algorithms has a computational complexity of O(T|S|2|

O|) to calculate u(t) over T time slots. The complexity of T0-slot lookahead policy is small com-

pared to the optimal policy Eq (5) because T0� T. However, Problem (6) has to be solved in a

centralized manner, for example by a centralized BS, to decide association decision x(t). But

this is not practical in mobile femtocell networks. In next section, we suggest suboptimal solu-

tions to Problem (6) which approximate the reward function with a separable function of asso-

ciation state xi(t).

4.3 Online association decision

In this work the fading gain of hð
P

i2I
xi;mðtÞÞ at BS m is approximated by the moving average of

value hm(t). Therefore BS m monitors the number of its own associated users, estimates the

fading gain, and calculates the moving average along time t. If MS i is at mobility state s(j) and

has association with BS m, the achievable data rate at each stage is written as:

RðjÞi;mðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ ¼ hmWm log 1þ
gðm; sðjÞÞP0

Zðm; sðjÞÞ

� �

:

As shown in above equation, now this rate relies only on which association states MSs are

in. In addition it is intuitive that when MS i performs a handover, the reward of MS i and the
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total rewards of the serving and target BS are affected. This is because MS i disconnects from

the serving BS and connects to the new target BS. Then we decompose Problem (6) into M
smaller sub-problems for each MS. Each MS decides its association to maximize its rewards

and total rewards of the serving and target BSs:

JðL;iÞt;tþT0
ðxiðtÞÞ ¼ max

uiðtÞ;8t¼½t;tþT0 �

Xt¼tþT0

t¼t

cðxiðtÞ; uiðtÞÞ þ
X

m2Mi

hmðtÞ
ymðtÞ þ uiðtÞ

rmðtÞ

( )

;

ð10Þ

where JðL;iÞt;tþT0
ðxiðtÞÞ is the total rewards obtained by the decision of MS i, ui(t) is the control

action of MS i at time slot t to forward to next state xi(t + 1), and rm(t) is the total data rate of

associated MSs at BS m. It is noted that the serving BS of MS i is included in the neighbor list

of BS Mi but MS i is not included in ym(t). In these decompositions the expected throughput of

related MSs is approximated by their current data rates. Thus, the total data rate of neighbor

BSs is the only one which BS m needs for the approximation.

Finally our solution approaches to Problem (10) count on only MS i. This means that at

each time slot each MS solves its problem and takes its own action independently. Under a

short horizon T0 and a small size of available BSs Oi(t) at each slot, Problem (10) can be solved

by enumerating all possible sequences of association {x(τ)}τ=t,t+T0
and picking the one that gen-

erates the one that is the solution of Eq (10).

The association control problem is actually finding consecutive association actions of MS i
so as it maximizes the reward function JðL;iÞt;tþT0

ðxiðtÞÞ which relies on the mobility distribution of

MS i over the mobility space. In particular, effect of the speed of fast moving MS i is also

reflected in reward function JðL;iÞt;tþT0
ðxiðtÞÞ. When the speed is very high, the reward function of

association with FBSs is smaller than ones of association with MBSs. This is because there are

fewer time slots for which MSs stay connected to the FBS than those for which MSs stay con-

nected to the MBS. Thus, MSs would choose to connect to MBSs to maximize their rewards.

5 Further discussion

5.1 Special cases of association control problem

We now consider our proposed algorithm for two special cases of association control prob-

lems: (1) Zero handover delay and (2) constant throughput. In the former case, handover

delay is considered nearly zero. In the latter case, throughput is constant over BSs and time.

This case corresponds to the problem of minimizing handover frequency. In case of non-sta-

tionary MSs, following corollaries are helpful since they limit required information to compute

optimal association in those special cases.

Corollary 1 (Zero handover delay): The proposed online policy is optimal when handover
delay is zero.

When handover delay is assumed to be zero (� = 0), the lookahead policy achieves the opti-

mal gap of zero. Problem (4) becomes:

max
xðtÞ

cðxðtÞ; uðtÞÞ:

This implies that under handover delay of zero or if handover delay has a small effect, e.g., a

very fast handover mechanism is applied, myopic policy is optimal. In this case, our algorithm

maximize the reward at each stage. This case has been considered in [9].
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Corollary 2 (Constant throughput): Let T1 is the sum of the remaining availability time
(sojourn time) of the serving BS and the maximum availability time of neighbor BSs. The pro-
posed policy is optimal when T0� T1.

Proof: We denote by BS m the associated BS of MS i and BS n the neighbor BS which has

the maximum availability time. Thus, to reach state xi(t + T1 + 1), MS i has to do handover

twice: one from BS m to BS n and one from BS n to the next BS. This is because the availability

of BS n is ended at t + T1. It is clear that this is the minimum number of handovers, or maxi-

mum reward since if MS i handovers to any BSs other than BS n it may have to handover at

least two to reach x(t + T1 + 1).

The T1 lookahead policy also chooses to handover to BS n since it generates a reward of two

handovers. Moreover, for any policy including the optimal policy that is generated by full hori-

zon T, it needs no less than two handover to reach x(t + T1 + 1) as shown above. Thus, T1 loo-

kahead policy is optimal for any horizon T> T1.

Corollary 2 provides the necessary optimality condition for the association control when

every MS has constant throughput. It is useful to determine the amount of predictive informa-

tion, i.e., how many time slots ahead are necessary, for the optimal association.

Fig 3 provides an illustrative example of the Corollary 2. At MS Position, MS needs to know

the availability time of BS4 which is the largest among the neighbors of the serving BS BS1.

Thus, the decision of MS is optimal: it handovers to BS4 instead of BS2 to avoid an unneces-

sary handover, e.g., when doing handover to BS2, it has to handover again to BS3 or BS4. This

is one unnecessary handover.

5.2 Complementary issues in femtocell handover

Optimizing Neighbor BS List: In dense femtocell networks, neighbor list Oi(t) may be large.

Consequently, periodical scanning and association period � become large and the complexity

of solving Eq (10) is high. We suggest a heuristic algorithm to reduce the size of this list. The

algorithm removes the BSs that have insignificant expected rewards to the MS in a similar

manner with the one in [21] for reduction of excessive scanning. We depict the importance of

a BS by formulating its accumulated expected reward to a specific MS. For example, when an

MS tends to move away from a BS, and it is at the edge of a BS, the accumulated expected

reward of the BS would be small. The reward Ci,m during T0 slots is computed as follows:

Ci;m ¼
X

8t¼½t;tþT0 �

X

siðtÞ¼sðjÞ2S

pðjÞi ðtÞR
ðjÞ
i;m: ð11Þ

Fig 3. Example of availabilities of BSs.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174220.g003
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Let M0 be the maximum number of neighbor BSs allowed in the shorten neighbor list. Only

M0 BSs that have the largest expected reward Ci,m are selected to be scanned. Other BSs are

omitted by the MS. Thus the shorten neighbor list size, i.e. M0, can be a kind of adjusting

parameter for the association control of the MS. In general, a large M0 may provide better per-

formance reward to the MSs but it requires more scanning time.

QoS Guarantees: QoS guarantees, e.g., guaranteeing the minimum achievable throughput

of MSs, can be considered by incorporating extra constraints on selection of candidate BSs.

When the throughput of the MS is guaranteed, that means it is greater than a threshold

throughput parameter Rth, it handovers to maximize the global rewards Eq (10). When the

instant throughput of the MS is not satisfied, that means instant throughput is smaller than

threshold parameter Rth, it handovers to improve its throughput only.

Threshold parameter Rth is used to control the minimum achievable throughput of MSs. It

is important to note that since this mechanism considers only instant throughput, it does not

guarantee the throughput of every MS, but it helps each MS improve its throughput when the

throughput falls low.

Mobility Information: Our model can be applied to both of two cases on the availability of

the mobility information at MSs: (1) Mobility model and location prediction is available, (2)

only location and trajectory are available.

• Availability of mobility model and location prediction: Under the availability of this informa-

tion, MS i can update its current mobility state si(t) and the probability of the future mobility

states that it may visit. In this case, MS i performs the steps described above to calculate their

optimal association.

• Availability of location and trajectory prediction: In this case, the probability of the future

mobility state pðjÞi ðtÞ is not provided. However, by using the information such as the current

position, trajectory and speed of MS i, MS i can predict the mobility state si(t) in the near

future. We can assume that this information is valid for one time slot. Thus, the probability

pðjÞi ðtÞ at next time slot t + 1 can be generated roughly and performance reward with T0 = 1

can be calculated.

5.3 Handover algorithm

We now incorporate the proposed handover algorithm into the common handover procedures

in femtocell networks [2, 7]. In a handover sub-slot, MSs and BSs process following steps:

• Update mobility states: MS i updates its current mobility state si(t) based on position predic-

tion and future mobility distribution pðjÞi ðtÞ with τ = (t, t + T0)) based on one-step probability

transition from mobility models. And MS i periodically reports its current mobility state and

neighbor BSs’ RSSI measurements to the serving BS.

• Obtain shortened neighbor list: BS n broadcasts its diversity gain hm and total data rate rm(t)
to the neighbor BSs. BS m also generates the shorten neighbor list based on the current posi-

tion and the expected reward of each MS by selecting N0 BSs that have the largest expected

reward using Eq (11). Then BS m sends the shorten neighbor lists including the information

on the diversity and total data rate to the associated MSs.

• Decide Handover: MS i calculates the optimal association decision for time slot t based on

Eq (10). If handover is not necessary, it stays associated with the serving BS.
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• Scan the neighbor list and perform actual handover: If handover is necessary, MS i scans for

BSs on the shortened neighbor list and performs handover to the selected target BS.

Since an MS knows the diversity gains of only the neighbor BSs, the value of T0 should be

considered to cover only the neighbor BSs.

6 Simulation

In this section the proposed online policy and the existing methods are evaluated and com-

pared each other by varying performance criteria.

Performance Metrics: We evaluate association control methods over throughput, handover

frequency and tradeoffs between two. For the proposed predictive association control in

densely deployed femtocell networks, namely PADW, we also evaluate the ability to guarantee

QoS, i.e. throughput, when QoS guarantees are applied following Remark 2.

Comparative Methods: PADW is evaluated in comparison with following existing associa-

tion control methods:

• RSSI-based Handover Decision (RSSHD): This scheme is well-known and simple, and

makes the handover decision based on the RSSI value [22]. Specifically, whenever the RSSI

value of a new candidate BS is higher than that of the serving BS, an MS performs handover

to the candidate BS. We evaluate this method using a hysteresis to decrease pingpong hand-

overs. Hysteresis values ranging from 2 dB to 20 dB and default value of 4 dB are utilized

since it is commonly adopted [23, 24].

• Sojourn Time-based Handover Decision (STHD): This location-based approach determines

association control by estimating the expected sojourn time at the new candidate BS [25].

An MS has association with the candidate BS with the highest expected sojourn time, when-

ever it disconnects from the serving BS.

• Position-based Handover Decision (PHD): This method makes MSs associate with the clos-

est BS [26]. We use a distance hysteresis to prevent pingpong effect. The hysteresis value

ranging from 1 m to 30 m is utilized since the coverage of the femtocell is about 30 m.

• Throughput-based Handover Decision (TPHD): This scheme makes an MS handover to the

BS with the highest expected throughput. We varied the population of the BSs and diversity

gain function to estimate this throughput. Besides, a hysteresis is applied in order to avoid

ping-pong effect [6, 9]. This hysteresis is a portion of the throughput and can be seen as a

cost for each handover procedure. We evaluate this method with the hysteresis from 0.1 to

0.5 and a default value of 0.3 [6].

6.1 Simulation environment

• Network Scenarios: For simulation WiMAX femtocell networks are configured to have 20

FBSs and 2 MBSs. We locate FBSs uniformly and the MSs randomly in a terrace (250, 500) x

(250, 400). The coverage areas of BSs are circular with radius 280 m for the MBSs and 30 m

for the FBSs. Since both of WiMAX MBS and FBS are a kind of OFDMA systems, MBSs and

FBSs randomly assign the sub-channels to the MSs. Besides MBSs and FBSs are configured

to transmit power up to 43 dBm and 13 dBm, respectively [27]. Note that all the BSs allocate

equal power to each sub-channel. The radio propagation follows a popular pathloss model

for WiMAX femtocell network: 34 + 40log(d) for the MBSs and 37 + 30log(d) for the FBSs.

Furthermore the BSs apply the proportional fair scheduling to serve the MSs. And it is
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assumed that all MSs have infinity backlogged queue. The system bandwidth is 5 MHz and

the time slot duration is 10 seconds. We run the simulation for 500 seconds, repeat simula-

tions 50 times, and then take the averaged results.

• Mobility Model: Since we assume MSs to follow the pathway mobility model, they move

along the connected path between two randomly selected points in a map [28]. Each point

on the map is a mobility state. We use London metro map (Fig 4) where the MSs randomly

choose their moving direction and speed on that path. We assume the MSs do not change

this speed until the next point.

• Location and Trajectory Prediction: In our simulation we use the existing mobility method to

predict the location and trajectory of MSs. Default error margins under 20% of range of a BS

is assumed. Effects of this error rate on the performance of PADW are also evaluated in this

section later.

Fig 4. Simulation scenarios.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174220.g004
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• Simulation Procedures: We perform the simulations in a slotted time manner and at each

time slot, the following steps:

• Step 1: Update the MS location according to the mobility model

• Step 2: Update the link quality and throughput for each MS

• Step 3: Update neighbor list for each MS at the BS

• Step 4: Conduct handover procedures according to the algorithms specified in Section 5.3

if the MS is in scanning period.

• Simulation Parameter: The simulation parameters referring to [29] are listed in Table 1. For

RSSHD, handover is assumed to be performed as soon as RSSI level is updated. One-slot loo-

kahead policy (T0 = 1) is employed for PADW in these simulations.

6.2 Simulation results

6.2.1 The effect of handover frequency on throughput. We evaluate the performance of

the different methods under various values of their hysteresis and parameters listed in Table 1.

In Fig 5 depicted by means of the Pareto curves, we show the effect of handover frequency on

throughput with parameters of each method varying. In Fig 5(a) we simulate the situations

where the mobile users in a random walk move freely in the map (Fig 4). For PADW the loca-

tions of the mobile users are predicted by calculating RSSI values with default prediction error

margins.

While the handover frequency of STHD is minimum, its throughput is very low. This is

because the handover frequency is the only criterion considered for selection. Meanwhile, the

handover frequency of RSSHD somewhat varies over the adjustment of hysteresis values,

while its average throughput is around 70 (b/hz/s). For example, at the large values such as a

large hysteresis margin or long handover delay timer, RSSHD provides quite a low handover

frequency since the handovers are deferred. This means that this handover frequency gain is

acquired with the cost of throughput degradation. In the result, its handover frequency mainly

depends on the hysteresis which is not easily optimized in real situations. Likewise, if distance

hysteresis is large enough, the handover frequency and throughput of PHD is low. This is due

to the following common principle of two methods: the distance factor also relies on the RSSI

Table 1. Simulation parameter summary.

Simulation parameters Values

#MS, #MBS, and #FBS 90, 2, and 20

Power of MS, MBS, and FBS 13 dBm, 43 dBm, and 13 dBm

Minimum RSSI -85 dBm

Noise at receiver -90 dBm

MBS pathloss 34 + 40 log(d)

FBS pathloss 37 + 30 log(d)

System bandwidth 5 MHz

RSSI hysteresis 4 dBm

Throughput model Shannon capacity

Average moving speed 4 km/h

Handover disruption 100 ms

Parameter in RSSHD, PHD, TPHD and PADW 2 dB-20 dB, 1 m-30 m, 0.01 - 0.1, � = 0.05 s - 0.5 s [2]

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174220.t001
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level. On the contrary, PADW shows the lower handover frequency than TPHD (40% in aver-

age), and keeps it stable at around 0.017 (from 0.015 to 0.02 in Fig 5(a)). This handover fre-

quency of 0.017 is close to average value when compared with those of RSSHD and PHD.

Besides, PADW attains the highest throughput performance among all.

In Fig 5(b) the ping-pong effect is examined on the questioning methods when the mobile

users move randomly in a small area of 20 meter radius. TPHD shows a high handover fre-

quency. In case of RSSHD, its performance largely relies on the hysteresis as in the free ran-

dom walk simulation. STHD shows a notably higher handover frequency in this free-walk

scenario because it is difficult that the frequent changes of MS’s direction are reflected on the

calculation of potential sojourn time of a BS. On the other hand, PADW shows that its hand-

over frequency is relatively low and stable at 0.006 while its throughput gain is the largest

among all. In Fig 5(a) and 5(b) PADW attains better performance because PADW determines

the association based on the expected reward values in use of predicted locations of MSs, Thus,

disturbance caused by stochastic movement is reduced.

6.2.2 Impact of varying the number of FBSs. Since the throughput and handover fre-

quency strongly depend on the density of network, we also investigate the performance of

these methods with varying the number of FBSs as in Fig 6. Obviously, the throughput and

handover frequency increase when increasing the number of FBSs: the MS has more chances

to associate to the new FBS which provides better throughput than the current serving FBS.

The interesting result is that when the number of FBSs is small, TPHD achieves better

throughput than PADW as in Fig 6(a). This slightly better throughput of TPHD justifies the

higher handover frequency in Fig 6(b).

On the other side, when the number of the FBSs is high, PADW outperforms other meth-

ods. The reason is that in dense environment, the expected communication time between the

MS and FBS is reduced. Therefore, the disruption time and mobility have a strong effect on

the throughput of the MS. Since PADW considers the handover disruption time and the

mobility prediction of the MS as the decision metrics, it can achieve the best throughput

among the methods. However, when comparing the throughput in case that the number of the

FBSs is 20 and 25, we observe that increasing the number of FBSs does not always lead

Fig 5. Throughput performance vs. handover frequency with varying hysteresis. a: Free random walk on the map. b: Random walk inside a small

area.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174220.g005
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increases in the throughput. The throughput becomes saturated. Such behaviors are consistent

with the result in [1].

6.2.3 Impact of varying the number of MSs. We investigate considered methods under

various MS populations with default hysteresis. Fig 7 charts out the performance of each

method with varying the number of MSs. Although the number of MSs increases, each method

shows slightly enhanced throughput. This result is explained as following: The diversity gain is

proportional to the population of the MSs. The more the MSs utilized the capacity of FBSs, the

higher the network performance becomes. Despite of the presence of a large number of MSs

the handover frequency is not affected (Fig 7(b)). Thus, these methods, including PADW, are

scalable with respect to network sizes. Furthermore, relative difference between the perfor-

mances of PADW and the other schemes is stable regardless of the number of fluctuating MSs

as well.

6.2.4 Impact of varying MS speed. We explore how the questioning methods differ from

each other when varying MS speed (Fig 8). Handover frequencies certainly increase with the

moving speed increasing. This trend comes from the influence of the rising speed. In this ten-

dency, MSs in use of STHD handover to the BS with the longest sojourn time and experience

less occurrence of handovers in comparison with the other methods. Therefore, the moving

speed has a less effect on STHD. As to throughput, STHD results in a slight increment when

the speed is in the range from 2 km/h to 6 km/h. This phenomenon also appears at higher

speed (from 7 km/h to 12 km/h), stable around 37 b/hz/s.

On the contrary, the throughput of PADW and TPHD obviously decreases at every speed

level, while handover frequency increases in rise of MS speeds. This tendency is due to delayed

updates of association states of PADW and TPHD because both methods use multiple hand-

over criteria. However, in case of RSSHD and PHD, throughput is less affected by the high

speeds since their association states are kept updated as long as the RSSI level or distance is fea-

sible for the selection of BSs. In spite of this tendency, in general, at average walking speeds

(up to 10 km/h), the throughput of PADW is the highest and its handover frequency is rela-

tively comparable to RSSHD and PHD. Even at higher speeds, more than 12 km/h, PADW

performs well by enabling the MS to connect to MBSs for maximizing its reward.

Fig 6. Performance with varying FBS numbers. a: Throughput. b: Handover frequency.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174220.g006
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6.2.5 Impact of prediction error. We conduct the evaluation of PADW for the effects of

erroneous prediction of location on how PADW runs. Fig 9 illustrates the PADW performance

when varying the error margins of MSs. Specifically, we apply the different margin rates of

20%, 40% and 60% of the coverage of femtocell. These errors in the location prediction largely

increase the handover frequency of PADW. Meanwhile, the throughput remains relatively

unchanged and stable despite fluctuating error margins. However, even at the error margin of

40%, the handover frequency of PADW is smaller than one of TPHD around 30% and rela-

tively comparable with that of RSSHD and PHD with hysteresis varying (Fig 5(a)).

Fig 7. Performance with varying MS numbers. a: Throughput. b: Handover frequency.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174220.g007

Fig 8. Performance with varying MS speeds. a: Throughput. b: Handover frequency.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174220.g008
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When we compare Figs 5(a) and 9, with the error margin of 60%, PADW shows better

throughput performance than the other methods. These evaluation results mean that when the

movement of the MS can be predicted over very short time period, the errors in the location

prediction have more effects on the handover frequency than the throughput. Thus, the erro-

neous predictions may have more critical impact on streaming applications than best-effort

ones. Consequently, the prediction error less than 40% is acceptable, because the performance

gain of PADW in terms of handover frequency still remained competitive in comparison with

RSSHD and PHD.

6.2.6 Impact of varying minimum throughput threshold. In the last scenarios, we inves-

tigate the ability of throughput guarantees in PADW as explained in Remark 2. The minimum

throughput threshold, i.e. Rth, is 0, 0.5, and 1 (b/hz/s), respectively. Fig 10 presents the cumula-

tive distribution function (CDF) of the throughput performance of MSs. When the threshold

level increases, the CDF of PADW is pushed toward the right. The increment of the threshold

is led to higher values of minimal achievable throughput. However, it is important to notice

Fig 9. Throughput and handover frequency with varying prediction errors.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174220.g009
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that this threshold does not guarantee the throughput of every MS. It is a kind of adaptive

parameters for satisfying the minimum achievable throughput of MSs.

However, when increasing the threshold level of the minimum throughput of MSs, we

obtain a slight decrease in the throughput but a slight increase in handover frequency

(Table 2). The situation is explainable, as follows: Imposing more constraints on the associa-

tion decision results in more occurrences of handovers to guarantee the minimum throughput

level. Consequently, guaranteeing the required throughput needs costs of increasing the hand-

over frequency.

From above evaluations, we have following observations: (1) The throughput of PADW is

above remaining methods including TPHD which has been declared near optimal [9]. (2) The

Fig 10. Performance with varying throughput parameters.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174220.g010

Table 2. Performance vs. threshold parameters.

Rth 0 0.5 1

MS throughput 0.9796 0.9650 0.9415

Handover frequency 0.0186 0.0201 0.0226

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174220.t002
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performance gain of PADW is stable when varying MS speeds and FBS and MS numbers. (3)

The handover frequency of PADW is stable under various disruption periods. (4) With large

error margins of predictions, handover frequency gain remains significant when compared

with TPHD. (5) PADW is able to satisfy the minimum required throughput for MSs by con-

trolling the throughput threshold, Rth.

7 Conclusions

Dense femtocell networks provide better throughput and extend coverage areas for mobile

users. However, the deployment of the large number of femtocell base stations results in more

frequent handovers to moving MSs which have an effect on the throughput of the MSs. In this

paper we have presented the formal formulation of association control problem regarding to

achievable throughput, handover frequency, and mobility prediction of MSs in dense femtocell

networks. The association control problem is considered as the dynamic programming prob-

lem. In these formulations the term ‘femtocell’ is extended to larger cell sizes encompassing

picocells and microcells.

We also introduce the approximate offline algorithm, and derive the low-complexity algo-

rithm, namely online algorithm based on lookahead policy. In addition, we showed that the

proposed online algorithm can be distributively implemented at each MS and have perfor-

mance gains in terms of both throughput and handover frequency when compared with exist-

ing schemes. More specifically, the proposed algorithm enhances the throughput while

keeping its handover frequency stable and competitive. The remarkable of the proposed algo-

rithm is that it uses ‘effective throughput’ as the decision metric instead of the achievable

throughput in previous studies. Note that all the MSs are scheduled following the proportional

fair scheduling.

In the future, we plan to investigate the impact of the scheduling algorithms on the associa-

tion control problem. In more detail, we jointly optimize the scheduling and association prob-

lems to improve network-wide performance

Supporting information

S1 Dataset. All the data set for simulation are provided in the S1 Dataset file at

https://figshare.com/articles/Dataset_XLSX/4633960. The detail of the data set are as
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• Fig 5 sheet: Throughput performance vs. handover frequency with varying hysteresis (Fig 5)

• Fig 6 sheet: Performance with varying FBS numbers (Fig 6)

• Fig 7 sheet: Performance with varying MS numbers(Fig 7)

• Fig 8 sheet: Performance with varying MS speeds (Fig 8)

• Fig 9 sheet: Throughput and handover frequency with varying prediction errors (Fig 9)

• Fig 10 sheet: Performance with varying throughput parameters. (Fig 10).
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